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This book presents selected papers from the 2021
International Conference on Electrical and
Electronics Engineering (ICEEE 2020), held on
January 2, 2021. The book focuses on the current
developments in various fields of electrical and
electronics engineering, such as power generation,
transmission and distribution; renewable energy
sources and technologies; power electronics and
applications; robotics; artificial intelligence and IoT;
control, automation and instrumentation; electronics
devices, circuits and systems; wireless and optical
communication; RF and microwaves; VLSI; and
signal processing. The book is a valuable resource
for academics and industry professionals alike.
This comprehensive book with a blend of theory and
solved problems on Basic Electrical Engineering has
been updated and upgraded in the Second Edition
as per the current needs to cater undergraduate
students of all branches of engineering and to all
those who are appearing in competitive
examinations such as AMIE, GATE and graduate
IETE. The text provides a lucid yet exhaustive
exposition of the fundamental concepts, techniques
and devices in basic electrical engineering through a
series of carefully crafted solved examples, multiple
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choice (objective type) questions and review
questions. The book covers, in general, three major
areas: electric circuit theory, electric machines, and
measurement and instrumentation systems.
The book is divided in 4 parts. In the first one, the
importance of the analysis of the cardiac dynamics
using the ambulatory monitoring technique is
presented. The second part contains the description
of foundations of impedance cardiography (ICG), the
models used to describe the ICG technique and the
description of available systems for ambulatory
monitoring of cardiac hemodynamics. The third part
is devoted to the validation of the ambulatory ICG
method, the verification of the quality of long term
ICG recordings and the discussion of the limitations
of this technique. In the last part, some clinical and
research applications of the ICG ambulatory
monitoring are presented. The simultaneous
recordings of electrocardiogram (ECG) and ICG in
the transient cardiac arrhythmia events illustrate the
potential applications of that method for quantitative
analysis of hemodynamics when the implementation
of the stationary methods would be either difficult or
not possible to do. The book is followed by
references, alphabetical index and appendices
containing the technical data of the available
systems for portable monitoring of cardiac
hemodynamics.
Basic Electrical and Electronics Engineering
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provides an overview of the basics of electrical and
electronic engineering that are required at the
undergraduate level. The book allows students
outside electrical and electronics engineering to
easily
This book includes my lecture notes for electrical
power distribution book. The fundamentals of
electrical power distribution are applied to various
distribution system layouts and the function of
common distribution system substations and
equipment. The book introduces the design
procedures and protection methods for power
distribution systems of consumer installations. Circuit
simulation and practical laboratories are utilised to
reinforce concepts. The book is divided to different
learning outcomes • CLO 1- Discuss the
fundamental concepts related to electrical
distribution systems. • CLO 2- Explain the role of
distribution substations and related equipment. •
CLO 3- Outline standard methods for power
distribution to consumer installations. • CLO 4- Apply
short-circuit and over-load protection principles for
electrical installations a) CLO1- Discuss the
fundamental concepts related to electrical
distribution systems. • Principle of operation of
transformers. • Explain the role of the distribution
system in a power system, common distribution
system layouts, and common voltages, voltage
drops and regulation levels from transmission to
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distribution. • Discuss demand, power quality issues,
calculate factors affecting design, and interpret the
load curve profile for load demand. • Explain how
tariff is calculated and charged consumers b) CLO2Explain the role of distribution substations and
related equipment. • Explain the function of the
distribution substation in view of distribution system
layout • Explain the use of transmission, grid,
primary and distribution substations a power system.
• Explain the use of various types of bus-bar
configurations in distribution substations. • Discuss
the use of cabling, transformers, circuit breakers,
switches, reclosers, and sectionalisers in a
distribution system. c) CLO3- Outline standard
methods for power distribution to consumer
installations. • Discuss commonly used methods for
low voltage power supply systems (TN, TN-C, TN-CS and TT). • Discuss the main features of a one-line,
electrical installation diagram and related symbols. •
Discuss electrical color codes and factors affecting
cable installations. • Design an electrical feeder by
(1) selecting the design current, (2) selecting the
overload current protection, (3) determining the
applicable correction factors, (4) selecting the
current-carrying capacity of cable and cable sizing,
and (5) calculating the allowable voltage drop in
feeder d) CLO4- Apply short-circuit and over-load
protection principles for electrical installations. •
Explain the meaning of overload and over-current
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and methods of protection • Discuss the nature of
electric shock, need for earthing, earth loop
impedance, and principle of protective multiple
earthing. • Explain the principles of fuse/MCB
selection in relation to feeder protection under
overload and short circuit fault conditions. • Explain
the operation of earth leakage circuit breakers
(ELCB) and residual current device (RCD).
This proceedings volume provides a snapshot of the
latest issues encountered in technical convergence
and convergences of security technology. It explores
how information science is core to most current
research, industrial and commercial activities and
consists of contributions covering topics including
Ubiquitous Computing, Networks and Information
Systems, Multimedia and Visualization, Middleware
and Operating Systems, Security and Privacy, Data
Mining and Artificial Intelligence, Software
Engineering, and Web Technology. The proceedings
introduce the most recent information technology
and ideas, applications and problems related to
technology convergence, illustrated through case
studies, and reviews converging existing security
techniques. Through this volume, readers will gain
an understanding of the current state-of-the-art in
information strategies and technologies of
convergence security. The intended readership are
researchers in academia, industry, and other
research institutes focusing on information science
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and technology.
These proceedings showcase the best papers
selected from more than 500 submissions, and
introduce readers to the latest research topics and
developmental trends in the theory and application of
MMESE. The integrated research topic
Man–Machine–Environment System Engineering
(MMESE) was first established in China by Professor
Shengzhao Long in 1981, with direct support from
one of the greatest modern Chinese scientists,
Xuesen Qian. In a letter to Long from October 22nd,
1993, Qian wrote: “You have created a very
important modern science and technology in China!”
MMESE studies the optimum combination of
man–machine–environment systems. In this system,
“man” refers to the people in the workplace (e.g.
operators, decision-makers); “machine” is the
general name for any object controlled by man
(including tools, machinery, computers, systems and
technologies), and “environment” describes the
specific working conditions under which man and
machine interact (e.g. temperature, noise, vibration,
hazardous gases, etc.). The three main goals of
optimizing man–machine–environment systems are
to ensure safety, efficiency and economy. These
proceedings present interdisciplinary studies on
concepts and methods from physiology, psychology,
system engineering, computer science,
environmental science, management, education, and
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other related disciplines. They offer a valuable
resource for all researchers and professionals whose
work involves interdisciplinary areas touching on
MMESE subjects.
Embedded systems have an increasing importance
in our everyday lives. The growing complexity of
embedded systems and the emerging trend to
interconnections between them lead to new
challenges. Intelligent solutions are necessary to
overcome these challenges and to provide reliable
and secure systems to the customer under a strict
time and financial budget. Solutions on Embedded
Systems documents results of several innovative
approaches that provide intelligent solutions in
embedded systems. The objective is to present
mature approaches, to provide detailed information
on the implementation and to discuss the results
obtained.
This book presents selected papers from the 10th
International Workshop of Advanced Manufacturing and
Automation (IWAMA 2020), held in Zhanjiang,
Guangdong province, China, on October 12-13, 2020.
Discussing topics such as novel techniques for
manufacturing and automation in Industry 4.0 and smart
factories, which are vital for maintaining and improving
economic development and quality of life, it offers
researchers and industrial engineers insights into
implementing the concepts and theories of Industry 4.0,
in order to effectively respond to the challenges posed by
the 4th industrial revolution and smart factories.
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Encouraged by the response to the first edition and to
keep pace with recent developments, Fundamentals of
Electrical Drives, Second Edition incorporates greater
details on semi-conductor controlled drives, includes
coverage of permanent magnet AC motor drives and
switched reluctance motor drives, and highlights new
trends in drive technology. Contents were chosen to
satisfy the changing needs of the industry and provide
the appropriate coverage of modern and conventional
drives. With the large number of examples, problems,
and solutions provided, Fundamentals of Electrical
Drives, Second Edition will continue to be a useful
reference for practicing engineers and for those
preparing for Engineering Service Examinations.
This book presents a collection of peer-reviewed articles
from the 7th International Conference on
Microelectronics, Circuits, and Systems Micro 2020. The
volume covers the latest development and emerging
research topics of material sciences, devices,
microelectronics, circuits, nanotechnology, system
design and testing, simulation, sensors, photovoltaics,
optoelectronics, and its different applications. This book
also deals with several tools and techniques to match the
theme of the conference. It will be a valuable resource
for researchers, professionals, Ph.D. scholars,
undergraduate and postgraduate students working in
Electronics, Microelectronics, Electrical, and Computer
Engineering.
This book provides readers with the necessary
background information and advanced concepts in the
field of circuits, at the crossroads between physics,
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mathematics and system theory. It covers various
engineering subfields, such as electrical devices and
circuits, and their electronic counterparts. Based on the
idea that a modern university course should provide
students with conceptual tools to understand the
behavior of both linear and nonlinear circuits, to
approach current problems posed by new, cutting-edge
devices and to address future developments and
challenges, the book places equal emphasis on linear
and nonlinear, two?terminal and multi?terminal, as well
as active and passive circuit components. The theory is
developed systematically, starting with the simplest
circuits (linear, time-invariant and resistive) and providing
food for thought on nonlinear circuits, potential functions,
linear algebra and geometrical interpretations of selected
results. Contents are organized into a set of first?level
and a set of advanced?level topics. The book is rich in
examples and includes numerous solved problems.
Further topics, such as signal processing and modeling
of non-electric physical phenomena (e.g., hysteresis or
biological oscillators) will be discussed in volume 2.
Electrical Engineering 101 covers the basic theory and
practice of electronics, starting by answering the
question "What is electricity?" It goes on to explain the
fundamental principles and components, relating them
constantly to real-world examples. Sections on tools and
troubleshooting give engineers deeper understanding
and the know-how to create and maintain their own
electronic design projects. Unlike other books that simply
describe electronics and provide step-by-step build
instructions, EE101 delves into how and why electricity
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and electronics work, giving the reader the tools to take
their electronics education to the next level. It is written in
a down-to-earth style and explains jargon, technical
terms and schematics as they arise. The author builds a
genuine understanding of the fundamentals and shows
how they can be applied to a range of engineering
problems. This third edition includes more real-world
examples and a glossary of formulae. It contains new
coverage of: Microcontrollers FPGAs Classes of
components Memory (RAM, ROM, etc.) Surface mount
High speed design Board layout Advanced digital
electronics (e.g. processors) Transistor circuits and
circuit design Op-amp and logic circuits Use of test
equipment Gives readers a simple explanation of
complex concepts, in terms they can understand and
relate to everyday life. Updated content throughout and
new material on the latest technological advances.
Provides readers with an invaluable set of tools and
references that they can use in their everyday work.
Despite the fact that in the digital domain, designers can
take full benefits of IPs and design automation tools to
synthesize and design very complex systems, the analog
designers’ task is still considered as a ‘handcraft’,
cumbersome and very time consuming process. Thus,
tremendous efforts are being deployed to develop new
design methodologies in the analog/RF and mixed-signal
domains. This book collects 16 state-of-the-art
contributions devoted to the topic of systematic design of
analog, RF and mixed signal circuits. Divided in the two
parts Methodologies and Techniques recent theories,
synthesis techniques and design methodologies, as well
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as new sizing approaches in the field of robust analog
and mixed signal design automation are presented for
researchers and R/D engineers.
Electric Circuit Analysis is designed for undergraduate
course on basic electric circuits. The book builds on the
subject from its basic principles. Spread over fourteen
chapters, the book can be taught with varying degree of
emphasis based on the course requirement. Written in a
student-friendly manner, its narrative style places
adequate stress on the principles that govern the
behaviour of electric circuits.
Logic circuits are becoming increasingly susceptible to
probabilistic behavior caused by external radiation and
process variation. In addition, inherently probabilistic
quantum- and nano-technologies are on the horizon as
we approach the limits of CMOS scaling. Ensuring the
reliability of such circuits despite the probabilistic
behavior is a key challenge in IC design---one that
necessitates a fundamental, probabilistic reformulation of
synthesis and testing techniques. This monograph will
present techniques for analyzing, designing, and testing
logic circuits with probabilistic behavior.
Linear and Nonlinear Circuits: Basic & Advanced
ConceptsVolume 1Springer
A large international conference in Electrical Engineering and
Applied Computing was just held in London, 30 June – 2 July,
2010. This volume will contain revised and extended research
articles written by prominent researchers participating in the
conference. Topics covered include Control Engineering,
Network Management, Wireless Networks, Biotechnology,
Signal Processing, Computational Intelligence, Data Mining,
Computational Statistics, Internet Computing, High
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Performance Computing, and industrial applications. The
book will offer the states of arts of tremendous advances in
electrical engineering and applied computing and also serve
as an excellent reference work for researchers and graduate
students working on electrical engineering and applied
computing
This book includes my lecture notes for electrical machines
course. The book is divided to different learning parts · Part 1Apply basic physical concepts to explain the operation and
solve problems related to electrical machines. · Part 2Explain the principles underlying the performance of threephase electrical machines. · Part 3- Analyse, operate and test
three-phase induction machines. · Part 4- Investigate the
performance, design, operation, and testing of the threephase synchronous machine. Part1: Apply basic physical
concepts to explain the operation and solve problems related
to electrical machines. Describe the construction of simple
magnetic circuits, both with and without an air gap. Explain
the basic laws which govern the electrical machine operation,
such as Faraday's Law, Ampere-Biot-Savart's Law, and
Lenz's Law. Apply Faraday's Law of electromagnetic
induction, Ampere-Biot-Savart's Law, and Lenz's Law to solve
for induced voltage and currents in relation to simple
magnetic circuits with movable parts. Illustrate the principle of
the electromechanical energy conversion in magnetic circuits
with movable parts. Part 2: Explain the principles underlying
the performance of three-phase electrical machines.
Compare and contrast concentric and distributed windings in
three-phase electrical machines. Identify the advantages of
distributed windings applied to three-phase machines. Explain
how the pulsating and rotating magnetic fields are produced
in distributed windings. Calculate the synchronous speed of a
machine based on its number of poles and frequency of the
supply. Describe the process of torque production in multiPage 12/26
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phase machines. Part 3: Analyse, operate and test threephase induction machines. Calculate the slip of an induction
machine given the operating and synchronous speeds.
Calculate and compare between different torques of a threephase induction machine, such as the locked rotor or starting
torque, pull-up torque, breakdown torque, full-load torque or
braking torque. Develop and manipulate the equivalent circuit
model for the three-phase induction machine. Analyse, and
test experimentally, the torque-speed and current-speed
characteristics of induction machines. and discuss the effects
of varying such motor parameters as rotor resistance, supply
voltage and supply frequency on motor torque-speed
characteristics. Perform no-load and blocked rotor tests in
order to determine the equivalent circuit parameters of an
induction machine. Explore various techniques to start an
induction motor. Identify the applications of the three-phase
induction machines in industry and utility. Classify the
insulations implemented in electrical machines windings and
identify the factors affecting them. Part4. Investigate the
performance, design, operation, and testing of the threephase synchronous machine. Describe the construction of
three-phase synchronous machines, particularly the rotor,
stator windings and the rotor saliency.Develop and
manipulate an equivalent circuit model for the three-phase
synchronous machine. Sketch the phasor diagram of a nonsalient poles synchronous machine operating at various
modes operation, such as no-load operation, motor operation,
and generator operation. Investigate the influence of the rotor
saliency on machine performance. Perform open and short
circuit tests in order to determine the equivalent circuit
parameters of a synchronous machine. Identify the
applications of the three-phase synchronous machines in
industry and utility List and explain the conditions of parallel
operation of a group of synchronous generators. Evaluate the
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performance of the synchronous condenser and describe the
power flow control between a synchronous condenser and
the utility in both modes: over and under excited. Explain the
principles of controlling the output voltage and frequency of a
synchronous generator.
An earnest attempt has been made in the book 'Basic
Concepts of Electrical Engineering' to elucidate the principles
and applications of Electrical Engineering and also its
importance, so as to evince interest on the topics so that the
student gets motivated to study the subject with interest.
This book includes my lecture notes for electrical power
generation course. The layout, main components, and
characteristics of common electrical power generation plants
are described with application to various thermal power
plants. The book is divided to different learning outcomes ·
CLO 1- Describe the layout of common electrical power
generation plants. · CLO 2- Describe the main components
and characteristics of thermal power plants. a) CLO1
Describe the layout of common electrical power generation
plants. · Explain the demand of base - power stations,
intermediate - power stations, and peak- generation power
stations. · Describe the layout of thermal, hydropower,
nuclear, solar and wind power generation plants. · Identify the
size, efficiency, availability and capital of generation for
electrical power generation plants. · Eexplain the main
principle of operation of the transformer and the generator. b)
CLO2: Describe the main components and characteristics of
thermal power plants. · Identify the structure and the main
components of thermal power plants. · Describe various types
of boilers and combustion process. · List types of turbines,
explain the efficiency of turbines, impulse turbines, reaction
turbines, operation and maintenance, and speed regulation,
and describe turbo generator. · Explain the condenser cooling
- water loop. · Discuss thermal power plants and the impact
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on the environment.
This book includes my lecture notes for electrical power
transmission course. The power transmission process, from
generation to distribution is described and expressions for
resistance, inductance and capacitance of high-voltage power
transmission lines are developed used to determine the
equivalent circuit of a three-phase transmission line.The book
is divided to different learning outcomesPart 1- Describe the
power transmission process, from generation to
distribution.Part 2- Develop expressions for resistance,
inductance and capacitance of high-voltage power
transmission lines and determine the equivalent circuit of a
three-phase transmission line.Part 1: Describe the power
transmission process, from generation to distribution.Describe
the components of an electrical power system.Identify types
of power lines, standard voltages, and components of highvoltage transmission lines (HVTL).Describe the construction
of a transmission line, galloping lines, corona effect, insulator
pollution, and lightning strikes.Explain transmission system
stability in regards to power transfer, power flow division, and
transfer impedance.Part 2: Develop expressions for
resistance, inductance and capacitance of high-voltage power
transmission lines and determine the equivalent circuit of a
three-phase transmission line.List the types of conductors
used in power transmission line.Develop the expression for
the inductance and capacitance of a simple, single-phase,
two wire transmission line composed of solid round
conductors.Deduce the expression for the inductance and
capacitance of a simple, single-phase composite (stranded)
conductor line.Derive the expression for the inductance and
capacitance of three-phase lines having symmetrically and
asymmetrically spacing and for bundled conductors.Discuss
the effect of earth on the capacitance of three-phase
transmission lines.Derive the short transmission lines models
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and medium transmission lines models.
This book includes my lecture notes for power electronics
course course. The characteristics and operation of electronic
power devices, firing circuits, and driving circuits for power
converters are described and implemented practically in the
laboratory. Uncontrolled and controlled, single phase rectifiers
are used in various electrical power applications. DC to DC
power conversion circuits are investigated. Circuit simulation
and practical laboratories are utilized to reinforce concepts.
The book is divided to different learning parts · Part1Describe the characteristics and operation of electronic power
devices. · Part2- Describe firing and driving circuits for power
electronic converters. · Part3- Analyse the use of uncontrolled
and controlled single-phase rectifiers in various electrical
power applications. · Part4- Investigate the DC-to-DC power
conversion circuits used in power applications. Part1:
Describe the characteristics and operation of electronic power
devices. 1. Describe diode characteristics, types (power
diode, general-purpose, and fast recovery), and connections
(series, parallel and freewheeling). 2. Describe thyristor
characteristics, two-transistor model, and purpose of di/dt and
dv/dt protection. 3. Describe the power MOSFET and IGBT
characteristics. 4. Compare electronic power devices in terms
of various power converter applications, frequency of
operation (switching speed), rating, and switching power
losses. Part 2: Describe firing and driving circuits for power
electronic converters. 1. Describe ideal and non-ideal
properties of operational amplifiers. Determine the operation
of various related circuits (inverting and non-inverting
amplifiers, buffer amplifier, summing amplifier) 2. Describe
the use of an operational amplifier for PWM generation, for
triangular and sine wave generation, as a comparator, and its
integration into a 555 timer. 3. Explore other basic firing and
driving circuits by focusing on requirements and control
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features such as based on specific power devices and
operational amplifier. Part 3: Analyse the use of uncontrolled
and controlled single-phase rectifiers in various electrical
power applications. 1. Determine the performance
characteristics of uncontrolled single-phase, half-wave and
full-wave rectifiers, with resistive and inductive loads. 2.
Determine the performance characteristics of controlled
single-phase, half-wave and full-wave rectifiers with resistive
and inductive loads. 3. Determine the change in power factor
when using uncontrolled and controlled rectifiers. Define input
distortion and displacement factor. 4. Describe how power
inversion may be achieved by varying the firing angle in
controlled rectifiers. Part 4: Investigate the DC-to-DC power
conversion circuits used in power applications. 1. State the
principle of step-down and step-up operations. 2. Explain the
DC chopper classification and describe switch-mode
regulators 3. Explain the operation of buck, boost 4. Explain
the operation buck-boost regulators.
This book includes my lecture notes for electrical power
transmission course. The power transmission process, from
generation to distribution is described and expressions for
resistance, inductance and capacitance of high-voltage power
transmission lines are developed used to determine the
equivalent circuit of a three-phase transmission line. The
book is divided to different learning outcomes Part 1Describe the power transmission process, from generation to
distribution. Part 2- Develop expressions for resistance,
inductance and capacitance of high-voltage power
transmission lines and determine the equivalent circuit of a
three-phase transmission line. Part 1: Describe the power
transmission process, from generation to distribution. ·
Describe the components of an electrical power system. ·
Identify types of power lines, standard voltages, and
components of high-voltage transmission lines (HVTL). ·
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Describe the construction of a transmission line, galloping
lines, corona effect, insulator pollution, and lightning strikes. ·
Explain transmission system stability in regards to power
transfer, power flow division, and transfer impedance. Part 2:
Develop expressions for resistance, inductance and
capacitance of high-voltage power transmission lines and
determine the equivalent circuit of a three-phase transmission
line. · List the types of conductors used in power transmission
line. · Develop the expression for the inductance and
capacitance of a simple, single-phase, two wire transmission
line composed of solid round conductors. · Deduce the
expression for the inductance and capacitance of a simple,
single-phase composite (stranded) conductor line. · Derive
the expression for the inductance and capacitance of threephase lines having symmetrically and asymmetrically spacing
and for bundled conductors. · Discuss the effect of earth on
the capacitance of three-phase transmission lines. · Derive
the short transmission lines models and medium transmission
lines models.

This book of proceedings includes papers presenting the
state of art in electrical engineering and control theory as
well as their applications. The topics focus on classical
as well as modern methods for modeling, control,
identification and simulation of complex systems with
applications in science and engineering. The papers
were selected from the hottest topic areas, such as
control and systems engineering, renewable energy,
faults diagnosis—faults tolerant control, large-scale
systems, fractional order systems, unconventional
algorithms in control engineering, signals and
communications. The control and design of complex
systems dynamics, analysis and modeling of its behavior
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and structure is vitally important in engineering,
economics and in science generally science today.
Examples of such systems can be seen in the world
around us and are a part of our everyday life. Application
of modern methods for control, electronics, signal
processing and more can be found in our mobile phones,
car engines, home devices like washing machines is as
well as in such advanced devices as space probes and
systems for communicating with them. All these
technologies are part of technological backbone of our
civilization, making further research and hi-tech
applications essential. The rich variety of contributions
appeals to a wide audience, including researchers,
students and academics.
For over 15 years "Principles of Electrical Machines” is
an ideal text for students who look to gain a current and
clear understanding of the subject as all theories and
concepts are explained with lucidity and clarity.
Succinctly divided in 14 chapters, the book delves into
important concepts of the subject which include
Armature Reaction and Commutation, Single-phase
Motors, Three-phase Induction motors, Synchronous
Motors, Transformers and Alternators with the help of
numerous figures and supporting chapter-end questions
for retention.
This book includes the proceedings of the second
workshop on recommender systems in fashion and retail
(2020), and it aims to present a state-of-the-art view of
the advancements within the field of recommendation
systems with focused application to e-commerce, retail,
and fashion by presenting readers with chapters
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covering contributions from academic as well as
industrial researchers active within this emerging new
field. Recommender systems are often used to solve
different complex problems in this scenario, such as
product recommendations, or size and fit
recommendations, and social media-influenced
recommendations (outfits worn by influencers).
Interference | Diffraction | Polarization |Crystal
Structures|Crystal Planes And X–Ray Diffraction |Laser
|Fiberoptics |Non-Destructive Testing Using
Ultrasonics|Question Papers | Appendix
This book constitutes the proceedings of the XV
Multidisciplinary International Congress on Science and
Technology (CIT 2020), held in Quito, Ecuador, on 26-30
October 2020, proudly organized by Universidad de las
Fuerzas Armadas ESPE in collaboration with GDEON.
CIT is an international event with a multidisciplinary
approach that promotes the dissemination of advances
in Science and Technology research through the
presentation of keynote conferences. In CIT, theoretical,
technical, or application works that are research products
are presented to discuss and debate ideas, experiences,
and challenges. Presenting high-quality, peer-reviewed
papers, the book discusses the following topics:
Electrical and Electronic Energy and Mechanics.
This book presents selected papers from the 10th
International Conference on Information Science and
Applications (ICISA 2019), held on December 16–18,
2019, in Seoul, Korea, and provides a snapshot of the
latest issues regarding technical convergence and
convergences of security technologies. It explores how
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information science is at the core of most current
research as well as industrial and commercial activities.
The respective chapters cover a broad range of topics,
including ubiquitous computing, networks and
information systems, multimedia and visualization,
middleware and operating systems, security and privacy,
data mining and artificial intelligence, software
engineering and web technology, as well as applications
and problems related to technology convergence, which
are reviewed and illustrated with the aid of case studies.
Researchers in academia, industry, and at institutes
focusing on information science and technology will gain
a deeper understanding of the current state of the art in
information strategies and technologies for convergence
security. ?
With success of ICEEE 2010 in Wuhan, China, and
December 4 to 5, 2010, the second International
Conference of Electrical and Electronics Engineering
(ICEEE 2011) will be held in Macau, China, and
December 1 to 2, 2011. ICEEE is an annual conference
to call together researchers, engineers, academicians as
well as industrial professionals from all over the world to
present their research results and development activities
in Electrical and Electronics Engineering along with
Computer Science and Technology, Communication
Technology, Artificial Intelligence, Information
Technology, etc. This year ICEEE is sponsored by
International Industrial Electronics Center, Hong Kong.
And based on the deserved reputation, more than 750
papers have been submitted to ICEEE 2011, from which
about 98 high quality original papers have been selected
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for the conference presentation and inclusion in the
“Electrical and Electronics Engineering” book based on
the referees’ comments from peer-refereed. We expect
that the Electrical and Electronics Engineering book will
be a trigger for further related research and technology
improvements in the importance subject including Power
Engineering, Telecommunication, Integrated Circuit,
Electronic amplifier , Nano-technologies, Circuits and
networks, Microelectronics, Analog circuits, Digital
circuits, Circuits design, Silicon devices, Thin film
technologies, VLSI, Sensors, CAD tools, Molecular
computing, Superconductivity circuits, Antennas
technology, System architectures, etc.
IT securiteers - The human and technical dimension
working for the organisation. Current corporate
governance regulations and international standards lead
many organisations, big and small, to the creation of an
information technology (IT) security function in their
organisational chart or to the acquisition of services from
the IT security industry. More often than desired, these
teams are only useful for companies’ executives to tick
the corresponding box in a certification process, be it
ISO, ITIL, PCI, etc. Many IT security teams do not
provide business value to their company. They fail to
really protect the organisation from the increasing
number of threats targeting its information systems. IT
Security Management provides an insight into how to
create and grow a team of passionate IT security
professionals. We will call them “securiteers”. They will
add value to the business, improving the information
security stance of organisations.
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Electronic Engineering and Computing Technology
contains sixty-one revised and extended research
articles written by prominent researchers
participating in the conference. Topics covered
include Control Engineering, Network Management,
Wireless Networks, Biotechnology, Signal
Processing, Computational Intelligence,
Computational Statistics, Internet Computing, High
Performance Computing, and industrial applications.
Electronic Engineering and Computing Technology
will offer the state of art of tremendous advances in
electronic engineering and computing technology
and also serve as an excellent reference work for
researchers and graduate students working with/on
electronic engineering and computing technology.
This book presents selected papers introducing
readers to the key research topics and latest
development trends in the theory and application of
MMESE. The advanced integrated research topic
man-machine-environment system engineering
(MMESE) was first established in China by Professor
Shengzhao Long in 1981, with direct support from
one of the greatest modern Chinese scientists,
Xuesen Qian. In a letter to Shengzhao Long from
October 22nd, 1993, Xuesen Qian wrote: “You have
created a very important modern science and
technology in China!” MMESE primarily focuses on
the relationship between man, machine and
environment, studying the optimum combination of
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man-machine-environment systems, where “man”
refers to people in the workplace (e.g., operators,
decision-makers), “machine” is the general name for
any object controlled by man (including tools,
machinery, computers, systems and technologies),
and “environment” describes the specific working
conditions under which man and machine interact
(e.g., temperature, noise, vibration and hazardous
gases). The three goals of optimizing such systems
are ensuring safety, efficiency and economy.
Presenting interdisciplinary studies on the concepts
and methods in physiology, psychology, system
engineering, computer science, environmental
science, management, education and other related
disciplines, this book is a valuable resource for all
researchers and professionals whose work involves
MMESE subjects.
This book is a collection of selected research papers
presented at the International Conference on
Innovations in Electrical and Electronics Engineering
(ICIEEE 2019), which was organized by the Guru
Nanak Institutions, Ibrahimpatnam, Hyderabad,
Telangana, India, on July 26–27, 2019. The book
highlights the latest developments in electrical and
electronics engineering, especially in the areas of
power systems, power electronics, control systems,
electrical machinery, and renewable energy. The
solutions discussed here will encourage and inspire
researchers, industry professionals, and
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policymakers to put these methods into practice.
This book highlights the essential theoretical and
practical aspects of lightning, lightning protection,
safety and education. Additionally, several auxiliary
topics that are required to understand the core
themes are also included. The main objective of the
contents is to enlighten the scientists, researchers,
engineers and social activists (including policy
makers) in developing countries regarding the key
information related to lightning and thunderstorms. A
majority of developing countries are in tropics where
the lightning characteristics are somewhat different
from those in temperate regions. The housing
structures and power/communication networks, and
human behavioural patterns(that depends on socioeconomic parameters) in these countries are also
different from those in the developed world. As the
existing books on similar themes address only those
scenarios in developed countries, this book serves a
vast spectrum of readership in developing world who
seek knowledge in the principles of lightning and a
practical guidance on lightning protection and safety
education.
2010 First International Conference on Electrical and
Electronics Engineering was held in Wuhan, China
December 4-5. Advanced Electrical and Electronics
Engineering book contains 72 revised and extended
research articles written by prominent researchers
participating in the conference. Topics covered
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include, Power Engineering, Telecommunication,
Control engineering, Signal processing, Integrated
circuit, Electronic amplifier, Nano-technologies,
Circuits and networks, Microelectronics, Analog
circuits, Digital circuits, Nonlinear circuits, Mixedmode circuits, Circuits design, Sensors, CAD tools,
DNA computing, Superconductivity circuits. Electrical
and Electronics Engineering will offer the state of art
of tremendous advances in Electrical and Electronics
Engineering and also serve as an excellent
reference work for researchers and graduate
students working with/on Electrical and Electronics
Engineering.
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